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Abstract

Compared with the Boston, the student-optimal stable and top trading cycle student place-

ment mechanism both possess the desiring property of strategy-proofness. However, in

practice, student placement procedures usually prevent students from submitting their true

preference lists. When students can only declare up to a fixed number of schools to be

acceptable, we call that students face numerical constraint, which has been fully discussed

in Haeringer and Klijn (2009). When students can only declare their preference lists on the

basis of universities, namely each university together with the departments she possesses

are considered to be a bundle which can not be split, we call that students face lexico-

graphical constraint. This paper studies the preference revelation games where students

face either lexicographic constraint or both numerical and lexicographic constraints at the

same time. We focus on the stability and efficiency of the Nash equilibrium outcomes. Our

main results identify the necessary and sufficient conditions on the priorities to guarantee

stability or efficiency of the Nash equilibrium outcomes of the forgoing three mechanisms.
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1 Introduction

We usually refer to student placement problems in the context of matching students to colleges

while school choice problems in the context of matching children to public schools like kinder-

gartens, elementary schools, high schools, and so on. However, student placement problems

and school choice problems are identical theoretically. In this paper, we use the term student

placement to represent both student placement and school choice. The first paper discussing the

student placement problem is Balinski and Sönmez (1999). They identify student-optimal sta-

ble mechanism as the unique fair, individually rational, and non-wasteful mechanism which re-

spects improvements and Pareto dominates the multi-category serial dictatorship used in Turkey

which is equal to the college-optimal stable mechanism. Abdulkadiroğlu and Sönmez (2003)

is another important paper to study the student placement problem. Their paper discusses crit-

ical flaws of the school choice mechanisms used in some school districts of the US to allocate

children to public schools. Since the prevalent Boston mechanism has the serious shortcom-

ing of not being strategy-proof, two alternative mechanisms which are student-optimal stable

mechanism and top trading cycle mechanism and do not have the shortcoming are proposed.

On observing that in real-life student placement situations students are usually permitted

to submit preference lists containing only a limited number of schools, which destroys the

subsisting foundation of strategy-proofness, Haeringer and Klijn (2009) study the constrained

student placement problem. They study the preference revelation games where students can

only declare up to a fixed number of colleges to be acceptable and identify the necessary and

sufficient conditions on the priorities to guarantee stability or efficiency of the Nash equilibrium

outcomes of the Boston, the student-optimal stable, and top trading cycle mechanism. When

students can only declare up to a fixed number of schools to be acceptable, we call that students

face numerical constraint. The preference revelation games under this constraint have been

fully discussed in Haeringer and Klijn (2009).

However, another constraint can also be observed in real-life applications. As we all know,

universities all over the world in fact possess several departments or schools specialized in d-

ifferent subjects. We call one combination of a university and one department she possesses

as a college. In some countries, colleges and students have symmetric positions. Students

have preferences over colleges, and at the same time colleges also have preferences over stu-
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dents.every department (henceforth college) has its own freedom to admit students and students

could choose their preference order over colleges without any constraint. Some other countries,

like Turkey and China, employ a centralized college admission procedure. In such countries,

only students are related to the strategic and welfare issues while college seats are only objects

to be allocated and consumed. There exist exogenously determined priority orders for all col-

leges over students based on their exam scores, resident areas, interview performances, and so

on. A common practice in real-life student placement situations, like China, is that students can

only declare their preference lists on the basis of universities, namely each university together

with the departments she has are considered to be a bundle which can not be split. we call

that students face lexicographical constraint if such a restriction is imposed on the behavior of

students. The reason why we call it lexicographical constraint is that when a dictionary is or-

ganized alphabetically, words with the same starting letter will be complied in the same bundle

which can not be split by words with different starting letters. This constraint compels students

to distort their behavior when reporting the preference orders because forbidding the split of

departments in the same university shrinks the strategy set of them and the dwindled choice

set of preference lists may not contain the true thinking of students. Examples of lexicograph-

ical constraint abound in the real-life problems. Assigning students to colleges with different

supervisors, allocating working position in different companies with different sectors, and dis-

tributing graduates to different prefectures with different cities all coincide with our description

of lexicographical constraint.

Except for the lexicographical constraint that students may face, in many practical prob-

lems, both numerical and lexicographical constraints are imposed together. This tradition can

also be found in the Chinese student placement problem. First, because there are more than one

thousand universities in China, to include all of them in the preference lists will cause students

too much time and energy and at the same time complex the admission procedure. The student

placement policy in China restricts the number of universities that can be reported. Usually the

number is three to six. This numerical constraint coincide with the common practice of many

countries using centralized student placement. Second, the lexicographical constraint that stu-

dents face in the Chinese problem comes from the structure of universities. In China, the basic

unit of admitting students is the university instead of different departments in the university.

This tradition simplifies the admission procedure. However, it has several shortcomings like
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repressing students’ interest in specialities, distort students behavior, and unequal distribution

of students. Other examples can be found in the matching of labor market, assigning students

to supervisors, and so on.

Our paper considers student placement problems where a number of students has to be as-

signed to a number of colleges, each of which has a limited number of capacities. Students

have their own preferences over colleges and remaining unassigned and colleges have exoge-

nously determined priority orderings over students. We introduce two preference revelation

games. The first is the one where students are imposed the lexicographical constraint when

reporting their preference lists. The second is the one where students are imposed both numer-

ical and lexicographical constraints at the same time when reporting their preference lists. Our

preliminary results concern the existence and the structure of the Nash equilibria unider BOS,

SOS, and TTC. We then analyze the stability and efficiency of equilibrium outcomes. We ex-

plore under which conditions the mechanisms implement stable and efficient matching in Nash

equilibria.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we give the preliminaries of student place-

ment model and introduce three competing mechanisms. In section 3, the strategic games

induced by the imposition of either lexicographical or both numerical and lexicographical con-

straints simultaneously on the preference lists of students are defined. In section 4, we describe

the main results under lexicographical constraint. In section 5, we describe the main results.

Section 6 concludes.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 The student placement model

A student placement problem consists of the following elements:

1. a set of students I = {i1, . . . , in},

2. a set of universities U = {u1, . . . , um},

3. a set of departments D = {d1, . . . , dt},
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4. a set of colleges which characterizes all the combinations of universities and departments

C = {c1, . . . , cw},

5. a quota vector for colleges qC = (qc1 , . . . , qcw) where q(ci) is the capacity of college ci,

6. a function z : C → U where z(c) is the university that college c belongs to,

7. a strict preference profile of students over colleges R = (Ri1 , . . . ,Rin), and

8. a strict priority structure of schools over the students f = ( fc1 , . . . , fcw).

Denote i, u, d, c a generic student, university, department, and college respectively. Here

we refer to a college as a department within a university. The same department in different

universities are considered to be different colleges. Our concept of college is consistent with

the one in college admission problems. There is one null college denoted by ∅c. Not going

to any college is called being allocated the null college. The null college is not in the set of

colleges and its quota is infinite. Each student is equipped with a strict (complete, transitive,

and antisymmetric) preference relation Ri over C ∪ {∅c}. A college c is acceptable to i if cRi∅c.

The preference profile R = (Ri1 , . . . ,Rin) is a vector of preference orders for all students. We

denote by Pi the asymmetric part of Ri, that is c1Pic2 if and only if c1Ric2 and c1 , c2. For any

subset of students I
′

⊂ I, let RI′ = (Ri)i∈I′ .

Let F denote the set of all bijections from I to {1, 2, . . . , |I|}. We refer to each of these

bijections as an possible priority ordering of colleges over students. Given c ∈ C, the priority

order fc ∈ F assigns rankings to students on the basis of their priority order for college c. For

a college c and student i, j ∈ I, fc(i) < fc( j) means that student i has higher priority (or lower

ranking) than student j. The priority structure F ≡ ( fc)c∈C is the collection of priority orders.

For each c ∈ C and i ∈ I, let Uc(i) ≡ { j ∈ I | fc( j) < fc(i)} be the set of students who have

higher priority than student i for college c. Needless to say, Ua(a) denotes the set of all agents

acceptable to object a. We assume that the priority structure is acceptant, i.e., no school can

reject a student until there is no seat left for this school. Then, for all c ∈ C, Uc(c) = I.

The priority structure corresponds to the preference orders of colleges in college admission

problems. In student placement problems, a matching µ represents a list of assignments such

that no student is assigned more than one college and the number of students who are assigned

to a college does not exceed its quota. A mechanism is a systematic procedure to select a
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matching for each student placement problem. Let R|I| and A denote the sets of all preference

profiles and matchings respectively. A mechanism is a mapping ϕ : R|I| → A that maps

preference profiles to matchings. Under R, student i is assigned college ϕi(R), and college c is

assigned to the set of students ϕc(R).

A mechanism is stable if it is individually rational, non-wasteful, and eliminates justified

envy at the same time. Individual rationality means that for all i ∈ I under R, we have ϕi(R)Ri∅c.

Elimination of justified envy means that for all i, j ∈ Uϕ j(R)(ϕ j(R)) under R, ϕ j(R)Riϕi(R) implies

fϕ j(R)(i) < fϕ j(R)( j). Non-wastefulness means that for all c ∈ C and all i ∈ I , cRiϕi(R) implies

|ϕc(R)| = qc. A mechanism ϕ is strategy-proof if no student can ever benefit by misrepresenting

his preference. A mechanism ϕ is Pareto efficient if for any preference profile R ∈ R|I| there

does not exist a matching µ such that µiRiϕi(R) for all i ∈ I and µiPiϕi(R) for some j ∈ I. Denote

the set of stable matchings by S (R) and the set of Pareto efficient matchings by PE(R).

2.2 Three competing mechanisms

In this section we introduce the three student placement mechanisms, i.e., the student-optimal

stable mechanism (henceforth SOSM), the top trading cycle mechanism (TTCM), and the

Boston mechanism (henceforth BOSM).

2.2.1 The Boston mechanism

The Boston mechanism, initiated by Abdulkadiroğlu and Sönmez (2003), finds a matching

through the following steps:

ROUND 1: Only the first choices of the students are considered. For each college, consid-

er the students who listed it as their first choice and assign seats of the college to these students

one at a time following their priority order until there are no seats left or there is no student left

who has listed it as his first choice.
...

ROUND k: Consider the remaining college seats and students. Only the kth choices of students

are considered. For each school, consider the students who listed it as their kth choice and as-

sign seats of the college to these students one at a time following their priority order until there
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are no seats left or there is no student left who has listed it as his kth choice.

The algorithm terminates when no student is rejected or all colleges have been removed. Sup-

pose that students submit preference lists Q, let β(Q) denote the matching and β the Boston

mechanism. The BOS has been used in many school districts in the US and the Chinese stu-

dent placement mechanism before the reform also corresponds to BOS with a few amendments.

Even now, some provinces of China still use this mechanism. As what has been discussed in

Abdulkadiroğlu and Sönmez (2003), BOS is individually rational, non-wasteful, and Pareto-

efficient. However, it is neither stable nor strategy-proof. Ergin and Sönmez (2006) prove

that under BOS, the Nash equilibrium of the preference game induced by it is the set of stable

matchings. Although BOS is not strategy-proof and stable with respect to the true preference,

its equilibrium outcomes are stable.

2.2.2 The student-optimal stable mechanism

For a given student placement problem, the following deferred acceptance algorithm introduced

by Gale and Shapley (1962) finds a stable matching that is most preferred by each agent:

ROUND 1: Each student i applies for his favorite college under R. For each college c, qc

applicants who have the highest priority for c will be tentatively assigned to c, and the others

are rejected.
...

ROUND k: Each student who was rejected at step k − 1 applies for his next favorite college

under R. For each college c, the highest priority qc according to the priority order fc students

among the new applicants and those on the waiting list are placed on the new waiting list and

the remaining students are rejected.

The algorithm terminates when every student who is not on the waiting list of some colleges

has been rejected by all colleges acceptable to him. Each student on the waiting list of a college

is assigned that college at the last step and all remaining students are assigned the null college.

Denote Q as a profile of preference lists submitted by students. Let γ(Q) denote the matching

and γ the student-optimal stable mechanism. γ is defined by setting γ(Q) equal to the allocation
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obtained when the algorithm is applied for the given student placement problem. SOSM is sta-

ble and Pareto dominates any other stable matchings. Moreover, it is strategy-proof, meaning

that truthful reporting of preferences is a dominant strategy for every agent. While DA enjoys

the nice property of fairness (stability), it violates Pareto efficiency.

2.2.3 The top trading cycle mechanism

The top trading cycle mechanism is based on Gale’s top trading cycle algorithm. This algorith-

m finds a Pareto efficient matching through the following steps:

ROUND 1: Assign a counter to each college. Its initial value is the quota of that object. Each

student points to his favorite college and each college points to the student who has the highest

priority for it. If the null college is the favorite college of an agent, then he forms a self-cycle.

There is at least one cycle. Each student in a cycle is assigned the college he points to and is

removed. The counter of each college in a cycle is reduced by one and if it becomes zero, the

college is also removed. The counters of all other colleges remain the same.
...

ROUND k, k ≥ 2: Each remaining student points to his favorite college among the remaining

colleges and each remaining college points to the student who has the highest priority for it

among the remaining students. If the null college is the favorite choice of an agent, then he

forms a self-cycle. There is at least one cycle. Each student in a cycle is assigned the college

he points to and is removed. The counter of each college in a cycle is reduced by one and if

it becomes zero, the college is also removed. The counters of all other colleges remain the same.

The algorithm stops when all students or all colleges have been removed. Each student who is

temporarily not in a self-cycle but forms a cycle with a college is assigned that college. Any

remaining student is assigned to himself. Denote Q as a profile of preference lists submitted

by students. Let τ(Q) denote the matching and τ the student-optimal stable mechanism. τ

is defined by setting τ(Q) equal to the matching obtained when the algorithm is applied for

the student placement problem. TTC is both Pareto efficient and strategy-proof. However,

it is not fair although the other two conditions for stability, namely individual rationality and

non-wastefulness are satisfied.
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3 The constrained student placement

Because the SOSM and TTC are both strategy-proof, true preferences of students are dom-

inant strategies for them. However, when students face various kinds of constraints like we

have mentioned previously, reporting their true preferences is not a wise choice any longer be-

cause the constraints force them to be strategic and tell a lie. In this section, we will introduce

the strategic form games when students face various kinds of constraints in student placemen-

t problems. For these strategic form games, the set of players is the set of students I. The

strategy set of each student is the set of preference lists when one or more constraints are im-

posed. Outcomes of the games are evaluated through the true preferences of students denoted

by P = (Pi1 , . . . , Pin). Until now, we have become clear about three kinds of constraints that

students may face when reporting their preference lists: the numerical constraint, the hierarchi-

cal constraint, and these two imposed together. We denote them constraint-I, constraint-II, and

constraint-III respectively.

3.1 The numerically constrained student placement

Under constraint-I, students are asked to submit preference lists QI = (Qi1
I , . . . ,Q

in
I ) each of

which contains at most k colleges and 1 ≤ k ≤ w. Subsequently, a mechanism ϕ is used to

obtain the matching ϕ(QI). For each student i ∈ I, the allocation of him is ϕ(QI)(i).

Because the true preference lists of students may contain more than k colleges, students

whose preference lists contain more than k schools are forced not to submit their true pref-

erences. The above procedure induces a strategic form game. Denote the preference game

induced by constraint-I by Γ
ϕ
I (P, k) := (I,QI(k), P). The set of players is the set of students I.

The strategy set of students is the set of preference orders containing at most k colleges denoted

byQI(k). Outcomes of the preference revelation game are evaluated through the true preference

profile P.

For any submitted preference profiles QI ∈ Q
n
I (k), we write Q−i

I for the preference profile

of all the students excluding i, namely I\i. A submitted preference list QI ∈ Q
n
I (k) is a Nash

equilibrium of the preference revelation game Γ
ϕ
I (P, k) if for all i ∈ I and all (Qi

I)
′

∈ QI(k),

ϕ(Qi
I ,Q

−i
I )Riϕ((Qi

I)
′

,Q−i
I ). Let EϕI (P, k) denote the set of Nash equilibria. Let OϕI (P, k) denote

the set of Nash equilibrium outcomes, namely OϕI (P, k) := {ϕ(QI) : QI ∈ E
ϕ
I (P, k)}.
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3.2 The lexicographically constrained student placement

Under constraint-II, students are asked to submit preference lists QII = (Qi1
II , . . . ,Q

in
II) where

colleges with the same name of university are considered as a bundle and can not be split into

more than one part. Subsequently, a mechanism ϕ is used to obtain the matching ϕ(QII).

Definition 1. For student i, denote the set of colleges c ∈ C such that cRi∅ as Ci. For any

college e, f ∈ C1 such that eRi f and z(e) = z( f ), students face lexicographical constraint if

the following two conditions are satisfied:

(i) there is no college d ∈ Ci such that dRie and z(d) = z( f )

(ii) there is no college g ∈ Ci such that f Rig and z(e) = z(g)

Because the true preference lists of students may split the departments in one university

into several parts and the same university may appear again after a different university, the

above procedure induces a preference revaluation game. Denote the preference game induced

by constraint-II by Γ
ϕ
II(P) := (I,QII , P). The set of players is the set of students I. The strategy

set of students is the set of preference orders imposed on the hierarchical constraint denoted

by QII . Outcomes of the preference revelation game are evaluated through the true preference

profile P.

For any submitted preference profiles QII ∈ Q
n
II , we write Q−i

II for the preference profile of all

the students excluding i, namely I\i. A submitted preference list QII ∈ Q
n
II is a Nash equilibrium

of the preference game Γ
ϕ
II(P) if for all i ∈ I and all (Qi

II)
′

∈ QI , ϕ(Qi
II ,Q

−i
II )Riϕ((Qi

II)
′

,Q−i
II ).

Let EϕII(P) denote the set of Nash equilibria and OϕII(P) denote the set of Nash equilibrium

outcomes, namely OϕII(P) := {ϕ(QII) : QII ∈ E
ϕ
II(P)}.

3.3 The numerically and lexicographically constrained student placemen-

t

Under constraint-III, students are asked to submit preference lists QIII = (Qi1
III , . . . ,Q

in
III) where

the preference lists can only contain up to a limited number of k colleges to be acceptable and

colleges with the same name of university are considered as a bundle and can not be split into

more than one part. Subsequently, a mechanism ϕ is used to obtain the matching ϕ(QIII).

Because the true preference lists of students may contain more than k colleges and split
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the departments in one university into several parts, which means that the same university may

appear again after a different university, the above procedure induces a preference revaluation

game. Denote the preference game induced by constraint-III by Γ
ϕ
III(P, k) := (I,QIII(k), P). The

set of players is the set of students I. The strategy set of students denoted by QIII(k) is the

set of preference orders where both numerical and lexicographical constraints are imposed on

students behavior. Outcomes of the preference revelation game are evaluated through the true

preference profile P.

For any submitted preference profiles QIII ∈ Q
n
III(k), we write Q−i

I for the preference profile

of all the students excluding i, namely I\i. A submitted preference list QIII ∈ Q
n
III(k) is a Nash

equilibrium of the preference revelation game Γ
ϕ
III(P, k) if for all i ∈ I and all (Qi

III)
′

∈ QIII(k),

ϕ(Qi
III ,Q

−i
III)Riϕ((Qi

III)
′

,Q−i
III). Let EϕIII(P, k) denote the set of Nash equilibria and OϕIII(P, k)

denote the set of Nash equilibrium outcomes, namely OϕIII(P, k) := {ϕ(QIII) : QIII ∈ E
ϕ
III(P, k)}.

3.4 Discussions on the strategy sets of preference revelation games

Traditional literatures on student placement assume that students can contain all colleges ac-

ceptable to them in their preference lists. However, due to various kinds of reasons, students

face either numerical, or lexicographical, or both numerical and lexicographical constraints.

One apparent effect of imposing constraints on the preference lists is to dwindle the potential

choice set of students when reporting their preference lists. In this subsection, we try to calcu-

late the strategy sets of students when they can contain all acceptable colleges or face one or

more constraints when reporting their preference lists.

Denote the choice set of students when no constraint is imposed as Q. It is easy to imagine

that the strategy set of students contains all the linear orders over C ∪ ∅c. As to constraint-I, we

can derive the following relationship: QI(1) ⊆ QI(2) ⊆ . . . ⊆ QI(w) = Q. As to constraint-II, we

can derive the following relationship: QI(1) ⊆ QII ⊆ QI(w) = Q. As to constraint-III, we can

derive the following relationship: QIII(1) = QI(1) ⊆ QIII(2) = QI(2) ⊆ QIII(w) ⊆ QI(w) = Q.

For constraint-III and k ≥ 3, QIII(k) ⊆ QI(k) ⊆ QI(w) = Q.
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4 The results under lexicographical constraint

In order to discuss the conditions to implement stable and Pareto efficient matchings in Nash

equilibria of preference revelation games under different constraints for different mechanism,

we need to first be clear about several notions of priority structures.

Definition 2. For a certain priority structure f , an Ergin-cycle is constituted of distinct c, c
′

∈

C and i, j, k ∈ I such that the following two conditions are satisfied:

Ergin-cycle condition: There are fc(i) < fc( j) < fc(k) and fc′ (k) < fc′ (i)

Ergin-scarcity condition: There exist disjoint set of agents Ic, Ic′ ⊂ I\{i, j, k} such that Ic ⊂

Uc( j), Ic′ ⊂ Uc′ (i), |Ic| = qc − 1 and |Ic′ | = qc′ − 1.

A priority structure f is Ergin-acyclic if it has no Ergin-cycles.

Definition 3. For a certain priority structure, a Kesten-cycle is constituted if the following two

conditions are satisfied:

Kesten condition: There are distinct c, c
′

∈ C and i, j, k ∈ I such that fc(i) < fc( j) < fc(k)

and fc′ (k) < fc′ (i), fc′ ( j)

Kesten-scarcity condition: There is a set Ic ⊂ I\{i, j, k} such that Ic ⊂ Uc(i) ∪ (Uc( j)\Uc′ (k))

and |Ic| = qc − 1.

A priority structure f is Kesten-acyclic if it has no Ergin-cycles.

Definition 4. For a certain priority structure f , an X-cycle is constituted of distinct c, c
′

∈ C

and i, j ∈ I such that the following two conditions are satisfied:

X-cycle condition: There are fc(i) < fc( j) and fc′ ( j) < fc′ (i)

X-scarcity condition: There exist disjoint set of agents Ic ⊆ I\i, Ic′ ⊂ I\ j such that Ic ⊂

Uc(i), Ic′ ⊂ Uc′ ( j), |Ic| = qc − 1 and |Ic′ | = qc′ − 1.

A priority structure f is X-acyclic if it has no Ergin-cycles.
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Definition 5. For a certain priority structure f , an weak X-cycle is constituted of distinct

c, c
′

∈ C and i, j ∈ I such that the following two conditions are satisfied:

X-cycle condition: There are fc(i) < fc( j) and fc′ ( j) < fc′ (i)

Strong-X-carcity condition: There exist disjoint set of agents Ic ⊆ I\i, Ic′ ⊂ I\ j such that

Ic ⊂ Uc( j), Ic′ ⊂ Uc′ (i), |Ic| = qc − 1 and |Ic′ | = qc′ − 1.

A priority structure f is strongly X-acyclic if it has no weak X-cycles.

Since the numerical constraint in student placement problems has been thoroughly exploit-

ed in Haeringer and Klijn (2009), our paper only focuses on constraint- II and -III. In the

following two subsections, we first identify several denominated strategies of students for both

SOSM and TTC. After that, the existence and structure of Nash equilibria, the implementation

of stable and efficient matchings in Nash equilibria are studied separately.

4.1 Strategies of students under the preference revelation games

Students can typically not submit their true preference lists facing either of the previous three

constraints. However, we can find a class of denominated strategies for students. The main idea

behind this conclusion comes from the strategy-proofness of SOSM and TTC. Students can not

lose if they submit their preference lists according to the following proposition.

Proposition 4.1. For both SOSM and TTC, under the constraint-II, we have that

(i) if a student does not split the bundle of colleges within the same university, he can do no

better than submitting his true preference list;

(ii) if a student splits the bundle of colleges within the same university, his utility can not be

improved if he adds some previously unacceptable colleges.

(iii) if a student splits the bundle of colleges within the same university, his utility can not

be improved if he drops that university totally to be unacceptable.

(iv) it is not wise for a student to change the order of colleges in the same university.

We refer to Haeringer and Klijn (2009) for all the proofs.
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4.2 The existence and structure of Nash equilibria

When k = 1, denote the set of Nash equilibria under constraint-I by OϕI (P, 1). When k = w,

denote the set of Nash equilibria under constraint-I by OϕI (P,w). In this section, our main

purpose is to analyze the existence of the Nash equilibria and the structure of them.

Proposition 4.2. For any student placement problem R, student placement mechanism ϕ =

β, γ, τ and constraint-II, EϕII(P) , ∅.

Proposition 4.3. For any student placement problem R, student placement mechanism ϕ = γ, τ

and constraint-II, OϕII(P) = O
ϕ
I (P, 1).

Proposition 4.4. For any student placement problem R, student placement mechanism ϕ = γ

and constraint-II, OϕI (P, 1) ⊆ OϕII(P) ⊆ OϕI (P,w).

4.3 The implementation of stable matchings

Since SOSM is designed to derive stable matchings, a natural question whether the Nash equi-

libria of the preference revelation game under this mechanism are also stable is raised. Like

the conclusions of Haeringer and Klijn (2009) and surprisingly, although SOSM is stable in

itself, not all Nash equilibrium outcomes are stable under it. TTC also needs restrictions on

the priority structures to have purely stable Nash equilibrium outcomes. However, any Nash

equilibrium outcomes are stable under BOS. In this sense, BOS performs better than SOSM

and TTC under any constraint that we define. Our conclusions provide some supports for BOS

which has been abandoned in some practical problems.

Proposition 4.5. For any student placement R, student placement mechanism ϕ = β, the game

Γ
ϕ
II(P) implements S (P) in Nash equilibria, namely OϕII(P) = S (P).

Proposition 4.6. For any student placement problem R, student placement mechanism ϕ =

γ and constraint II, if w , 1, the game Γ
ϕ
II(P) implements S (P) in Nash equilibria, namely

O
ϕ
II(P) = S (P) if and only if the priority structure f is Ergin-acyclic.

Proposition 4.7. For any student placement R, student placement mechanism ϕ = τ and

constraint-II, the game Γ
ϕ
II(P) implements S (P) in Nash equilibria namely OϕII(R) = S (P) if

and only if the priority structure f is Kesten-acyclic.
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4.4 The implementation of Pareto efficient matchings

It is well-known that TTC is strategy-proof and Pareto-efficient without any constraint. How-

ever, like the results of Haeringer and Klijn (2009), we show that now all Nash equilibrium

outcomes are Pareto-efficient if no restriction is imposed on the priority structures. Despite

of the restriction, TTC still outperforms SOSM and BOS because the later two mechanisms

require stricter condition to guarantee the efficiency of Nash equilibrium outcomes.

Proposition 4.8. For any student placement R, student placement mechanism ϕ = τ and

constraint-II, the game Γ
ϕ
II(P) implements PE(P) in Nash equilibria namely OϕII(P) = PE(P) if

and only if the priority structure f is X-acyclic.

Proposition 4.9. For any student placement R, student placement mechanism ϕ = β, γ and

constraint-II, the game Γ
ϕ
II(P) implement PE(P) in Nash equilibria namely OϕII(P) = PE(P) if

and only if the priority structure f is strongly X-acyclic.

5 The results under both numerical and lexicographical con-

straints

This section presents the results for constraint-III. We derive almost the same restrictions on

priority structures to guarantee stability and efficiency of Nash equilibrium outcomes for BOS,

SOSM and TTC.

5.1 Strategies of students under the preference revelation games

Proposition 5.1. For both SOSM and TTC, under the constraint-III, we have that

(i) if a student finds at most k colleges to be acceptable and does not split the bundle of

colleges within the same university, he can do no better than submitting his true preference list;

(ii) if a student splits the bundle of colleges within the same university and finds more

than k colleges to be acceptable, his utility can not be improved if he adds some previously

unacceptable colleges.

(ii) if a student splits the bundle of colleges within the same university and finds at most k

colleges to be acceptable, his utility can not be improved if he totally drops a university to be
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unacceptable.

5.2 The existence and structure of Nash equilibria

When k = 1, denote the set of Nash equilibria under constraint-I by OϕI (P, 1). When k = w,

denote the set of Nash equilibria under constraint-I by OϕI (P,w).

Proposition 5.2. For any student placement problem R, student placement mechanism ϕ =

β, γ, τ and constraint-III, EϕIII(P, k) , ∅.

Proposition 5.3. For any student placement problem R, student placement mechanism ϕ = γ, τ

and constraint III, OϕIII(P, k) = O
ϕ
I (P, 1).

Proposition 5.4. For any student placement problem R, student placement mechanism ϕ = γ

and constraint III, OϕI (P, 1) ⊆ OϕIII(P, k) ⊆ OϕI (P,w).

5.3 The implementation of stable matchings

Proposition 5.5. For any student placement R, student placement mechanism ϕ = β, the game

Γ
ϕ
III(P, k) implements S (P) in Nash equilibria, namely OϕIII(P, k) = S (P).

Proposition 5.6. For any student placement problem R, student placement mechanism ϕ = γ

and constraint III, the game Γ
ϕ
III(P, k) implements S (P) in Nash equilibria, namely OϕIII(P, k) =

S (P) if and only if the priority structure f is Ergin-acyclic.

Proposition 5.7. For any student placement R, student placement mechanism ϕ = τ and

constraint-III, the game Γ
ϕ
III(P, k) implements S (P) in Nash equilibria namely OϕIII(P, k) = S (P)

if and only if the priority structure f is Kesten-acyclic.

5.4 The implementation of Pareto efficient matchings

Proposition 5.8. For any student placement R, student placement mechanism ϕ = τ and

constraint-III, the game Γ
ϕ
III(P, k) implements PE(P) in Nash equilibria namely OϕIII(P, k) =

PE(P) if and only if the priority structure f is X-acyclic.
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Proposition 5.9. For any student placement R, student placement mechanism ϕ = β, γ and

constraint-III, the game Γ
ϕ
III(R, k) implement PE(R) in Nash equilibria namely OϕIII(R, k) =

PE(R) if and only if the priority structure f is strongly X-acyclic.

6 The conclusion

On the basis of Haeringer and Klijn (2009), this paper studies the implementation of stable

and Pareto efficient matchings in Nash equilibria of the preference revelation games in student

placement problems when students face various constraints and either BOS, AOSM, or TTC is

used. We derive almost the same conditions on priority structures to guarantee what we want

to achieve. Since the lexicographical constraint in student placement problem also distorts s-

tudents’ behavior and cause further efficiency loss, like the numerical one, imposing it on the

reporting of preference lists is not wise generally. So, we should be careful when making the

policies to impose either one of them, let alone both of them at the same time. Although we

identify the conditions on priority structures to guarantee stability and efficiency of Nash equi-

librium outcomes, there is a problem that the acyclicity that we have found are pretty restrictive

and hardly satisfied in practice. So, avoiding imposing constraints on students behavior is more

important and efficient than searching for the conditions that we have identified unless we have

to do so.

In the practical aspect, our results can be applied to the Chinese student placement directly

and provide policy suggestions. The best way to improve stability and efficiency of the Chinese

student placement procedure is to eliminate the numerical and lexicographical constraints that

students face. If total elimination causes too much cost, enlarge the number of colleges that can

be included on students’ preference lists can also improve their welfare. As to the lexicograph-

ical constraint, eliminating it is just an issue of changing the way of thinking and processing

the admission procedure. This policy has nearly no cost and can enlarge students’ choice set

and respect their interests in specialities. Hope that our research could attract the attention of

relevant policy makers.

One possible extension of our research is to incorporate the experimental study. There are

two important papers in this direction. Chen and Sönmez (2006) present an experimental study

of the three school choice mechanisms that we have studied. Their results strongly support
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both SOSM and TTC instead of BOS because it induces a high rate of preference manipula-

tion. Calsamiglia, and Haeringer, and Klijn (2009) experimentally study the constrained school

choice when an individual’s choice is constrained by the number of schools he can include in

his choice list. Their conclusions show that this constraint has large negative effects, because

no mechanism is strategy-proof under this situation. The imposition of the numerical con-

straint can also reduce efficiency and stability and at the same time increase segregation. Using

the design and framework of their experiments, it is worthwhile to investigate the behavioral

and matching effect of imposing lexicographical or both of the numerical and lexicographical

constraints together.

Appendix

The proof of proposition 4.1, part (iii) is as follows.

Proof. It is not wise to drop a university to be totally unacceptable if he splits it because his

possibility of being admitted to that university will rise if he puts one college of that university

in the last position of his preference list which will not contradict with the constraint-II. �

The proof of proposition 5.1, part (iii) is as follows.

Proof. If a student splits the bundle of colleges within the same university and finds at most k

colleges to be acceptable, it is not wise to drop a university to be totally unacceptable because

his utility will be improved if he adds one of the colleges in that university at the last place of

his preference list which will not contradict with the constraint-III. �

For the proof of proposition 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, 4.8, 4.9, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.6, 5.7,

5.8, 5.9, we refer to the corresponding theorems in Haeringer and Klijn (2009) because our

conclusions are natural extension of their results.
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